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Abstract 
Aiming at the problem of high missing rate and weak generalization ability of small 
targets detection in SAR image by traditional detection methods, this paper proposes a 
small target algorithm of sea surface based on improved YOLO-v5 SAR image. First 
production of a wide range of ports and sea small target data set, and then the 
characteristics of the data set to improve optimization of deep learning network, 
including through adaptive algorithm convergence speed and improve model anchor 
box detection effect, increase the residual network to stem the spread of deep neural 
network gradient disappeared and excessive fitting, add different neural network model. 
The experimental results show that the miss detection rate of yolov5 is 1.78% lower than 
that of yolov3, and it has a lighter model than yolov4 model. 
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1. Introduction 

With the continuous development of space technology, satellite remote sensing image has become an 
important technical means and data source for the universe to explore ground targets. Through remote 
sensing satellites, we can use all-weather high-resolution spaceborne SAR images to monitor ocean 
targets in real time [1]. 
Due to the richness of data and useless information interference, the traditional target detection 
method has some limitations. Therefore, this paper introduces the deep learning theory into 
spaceborne SAR image detection, and proposes a small sea target detection method based on YOLO 
(You Only Look Once) [2], and improves and optimizes the feature that the target occupies a small 
proportion of the image. 

In 2014, the leader in the field of target detection, Ross Girshick, proposed a landmark classic 
algorithm R-CNN on CVPR, which changed the original target detection idea and applied deep 
learning to the field of target detection. Soon after The improved version of Fast R-CNN, on this 
basis, Shaoqing Ren further optimized Fsater R-CNN with faster detection speed [3-4]. The above 
algorithms generally use neural network extraction of candidate frames, classification processing, 
regression and other operations to convolve features to perform target detection and classification. 
However, this detection model always has a bottleneck in terms of speed and cannot meet the real-
time performance of target detection. Claim. So Joseph Redmond and others proposed a model YOLO 
(you only look once) based on end-to-end real-time target detection. This is a deep learning target 
detection algorithm based on the regression method. It no longer generates candidate regions like 
Rcnn. The advantage of this operation is that the detection speed is greatly improved[5]. 

2. Input Image Preprocessing 

2.1 Median Filtering 

Because the related components of satellite remote sensing camera are often affected by various kinds 
of electromagnetic interference in the universe and the offset of CCD and other sensors, the 
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spaceborne SAR image often appears a certain degree of noise interference, which makes the image 
quality decline. This paper compares the mean filter, Gaussian filter and median filter, and then selects 
the median filter to remove the impulse noise in the selected SAR image Noise and salt and pepper 
noise [6]. 

g(x¸y)=median{ƒ(x-k,y-l)},(k,l∈W)                       (1) 

The principle formula of median filtering is shown in formula (1), where median is to calculate the 
median value, which is used to obtain the gray median of all pixels in the window. The test diagram 
is shown in Figure 1, and after processing is shown in Figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 1. SAR image before processing 

 

 
Figure 2. SAR image after processing 

 

2.2 Mosaic Data Enhancement. 

With reference to the method of cutmix data enhancement, from 2 pictures to 4 images, random size 
scaling, random size clipping and random position splicing combination are adopted by random 
module. This random combination method has the following advantages: 

(1) To make the distribution of small targets in the data set balanced, the definition of small targets 
in reference [11] is the object whose frame aspect ratio is between 0 × 0-32 × 32. Relatively speaking, 
the distribution of large targets and medium targets is relatively balanced, while the distribution of 
small targets in the data set may have some problems such as over concentration in a certain area. 
This problem not only occurs in coco data set, but also exists in opensar data set In. 
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(2) It can enrich the data set. The random combination of four images can greatly enhance the richness 
of the data set and make the neural network training more robust. Figure 3 is the images of spaceborne 
(SAR) images enhanced by mosaic data. It is worth noting that the gray fill in Figure 3. The new 
image is filled with random size, so the whole image needs to be compressed randomly. If there is 
more filling, there will be information redundancy, which will prolong the training time and reduce 
the training effect. Yolov5 algorithm improves this. 

 

 
Figure 3. SAR image after mosaic 

 

X in equation (2) 𝑋 ,𝑌 (𝑋 >𝑌 ) is the original image size, 𝑋 , 𝑌  is the original scale size, Z is the 
scale factor, and remainder is the gray filled value. This method makes the gray filled as small as 
possible according to the smaller scaling coefficient of the original image size and the zoom size, so 
as to reduce the memory consumption in calculation, so as to accelerate the training speed. 

Z = Min(𝑋 /𝑋 , 𝑌 /𝑌 ) 

remainder = np. mod( , )                          (2) 

𝑋 ∗ (𝑌 + 𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟) 

3. Neural Network Model Structure 

3.1 Backbone and Neck 

In this paper, we use the Yolo model, among which the structure of YOLO-v3, YOLO-v4 and YOLO-
v5 is shown in the Figure 4. 

CBL is the smallest component in YOLO-v3 network structure, which is composed of convolution 
operation, batch normalization (BN) and activation function (Leaky_relu). ResX is composed of one 
CBL and X residual components, which is a large component in yolov3. The CBL in front of each 
res module plays the role of down sampling, so after 5 times of res module, the feature map is 
608->304->152->76->38->19. 

Similar to CBL, CBM is the smallest component in yolov4 network structure, which is composed of 
convolution operation, batch normalization and activation function (Mish). CSPX, also known as 
cspnet network structure, is composed of convolution layer and X res unint modules concat. The SPP 
module adopts the maximum pooling method of 1×1,5×5,9×9,13×13for multi-scale fusion. 
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The structure of the module is very different from that of YOLO-v4 and YOLO-v5. The difference is 
that YOLO-v5 adds focous module and designs two different CSP structures. As shown in the Fig. 5, 
Focous is an image slicing operation, which converts high-resolution image into r × r small channels 
by slicing and segmenting pixel lattice. The main advantage of CSP structure is that it can lighten the 
network model and ensure the accuracy at the same time, and reduce the requirements of computer 
equipment. The new CSP further enhances the ability of network feature fusion. 

 

 
Figure 4. Back and neck of the YOLO-v3, YOLO-v4 and YOLO-v5 

 

 
Figure 5. Focous operation 

 

3.2 Confidence and Loss Function Calculation 

The main idea of Yolo target detection model is to divide the input image to be detected into s × s 
grid cells, and the size of each rectangular area is 1 / S2 of the original image. If a grid cell contains 
the center point of a target, then the grid is responsible for the detection and recognition of the target. 
Each grid cell uses the 1024 dimension eigenvector of the last layer of the model network to predict 
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the bounding box, and gives the confidence C of each grid cell. Each grid cell contains five 
information: x,y,w,h and c.Where x and y is the center coordinate of grid cell, w and h are the width 
and height of grid cell. Where the calculation of confidence C is shown in formula (3), where 
Pr (Object) represents the probability that the grid cell contains a target. When the model is trained, 
if the center of the target falls in a grid cell, the value is 1, otherwise it is 0. Loss represents the loss 
value between the predicted bounding box and the ground truth box of the grid cell. Below we 
describe the calculation of the loss function. 

C = Pr (Object) × Loss                          (3) 

IoU is the intersection and union of two boxes, which is a common index to describe the coincidence 
degree of two boxes. The calculation method is shown in equation (4). A and B stands for bounding 
box and ground truth box [7]. 

IoU =
| ∩ |

| ∪ |
                                (4) 
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In this model, the CIoU loss function is used. As shown in formula (5) (6) (7). Where 𝜌 (𝑏, 𝑏 ) 

represents the distance from the center of the bounding box, gtw  and gth  represents the width and 
height of the bounding box predicted by the model, w and h represent the width and height of the 
actual bounding box, compared with Diou_ Loss and ciou_ Loss further improves the ability to 
express the difference between the actual bounding box and the model inferred bounding box. The 
CIoU algorithm takes into account the distance between two rectangular boxes, the aspect ratio and 
the relative position when they intersect. This algorithm can better reflect the difference between the 
final prediction box and the actual box. 

3.3 Model Optimization. 

Because this paper mainly detects small targets in SAR images, and the detection of small targets 
mainly depends on the 8-fold down sampling feature map. In order to make the model obtain more 
complete feature information of small targets and reduce the miss detection rate of small targets, this 
paper performs 2-fold up sampling operation on the 8-fold down sampling feature image, and then 
outputs it quickly with the second residual in the darknet-53 network A new feature fusion target 
detection layer is constructed by stitching the 4-fold downsampling feature maps of the image, and 
the output 4-fold downsampling is used to enhance the detection of small targets[8]. 

In this paper, K-means + + clustering method is used to cluster the initial anchor frame of yolo-v5. 
The traditional K-means algorithm selects the initial clustering center by random initialization, which 
is easy to fall into local optimum, and the clustering results can not reflect the real data distribution[9]. 
K-means + + clustering algorithm is improved on the basis of K-means algorithm. The specific 
calculation steps are as follows: 

(1) A point is randomly selected as the center of the first cluster in the dataset; 

(2) The distance D(x) from each sample point to each known center point in the dataset is calculated; 

(3) The definition probability Px is the probability of the center of the next cluster of each sample, as 
shown in formula (8); 

Px =
( )

∑ ( )∈
                                (8) 
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(4) Repeat steps (2) and (3) until K clustering centers are determined; 

(5) Taking the K clustering centers obtained in (4) as the initial clustering centers, the traditional K-
means algorithm is used to get the final clustering centers. 

Finally, the corresponding clustering results of each down sampling are shown in Table 1,and the 
anchors in the YOLO-v5 original model are replaced with the data in the table below. 

K-means algorithm is used to get the final clustering centers. 

Finally, the corresponding clustering results of each down sampling are shown in Table 1,and the 
anchors in the YOLO-v5 original model are replaced with the data in the table below. 

 

Table 1. Anchors 
Numble 8times the next sample 16times the next sample 32times the next sample 

1 5×5 7×8 9×23 
2 
3 

7×5 
6×9 

7×13 
12×9 

18×14 
26×25 

 

4. Experiment and Result Analysis 

4.1 Experiment Platform 

The experimental model in this paper is based on the framework of pytorch0.8, using darknet53 
learning network, and implemented on pychar Community Edition 2020.2.1 x64 platform. The model 
training is completed in the experimental environment of titan2080ti (12g video memory) GPU, 
cuda10.0, and the operating system is windows.x64.  

The data set adopts the satellite borne (SAR) images of sentinel 1 taken by European Space Agency 
(ESA) from January to November 2020, and selects the Yangtze River sanjiangzhou area, Singapore 
Changi port and other port areas with more ships. The data set contains 41 original spaceborne (SAR) 
images. Because the size of the original image is too large, it is difficult for network training and 
manual annotation. Therefore, different sizes and scales of 1:3000 sub images are captured from each 
original image. Each sub image contains 1-40 different ship targets, and 100 of them are marked with 
labelimg coordinates. 

4.2 Experimental Result and Analysis 

There are four kinds of models in YOLO-v5, which are YOLO-v5s, YOLO-v5m, YOLO-v5l and 
YOLO-v5x. In this paper, we use the yoov5l model with the width and depth parameters of neural 
network of 1, and compare it with yolov3 and yolov4 neural network models. The training results are 
shown in Table 2, where epochs is the training batch, batch is the number of pictures for each training, 
and recall is the ratio of the number of targets found by the model to the number of targets that should 
be found. The mAP is an important parameter to measure the training of network model. It is the 
mean average precision of each category of AP. AP is the area enclosed by precision and recall as 
two axis mapping, M is the average, and the number after @ is the threshold to judge IoU as positive 
and negative samples.  

Development of yolo-v5l mAP @ 0.5 9945, which is 1.18% higher than that of yolo-v3. At the same 
time, the model size is close to that of Yolo V3 and much smaller than that of Yolo v4. The detection 
effect is shown in Fig. 6. 

Table 2. Results of training 
Numble YOLO-v3 YOLO-v4 YOLO-v5l 
Epochs 3000 3000 3000 

Batch size 8 8 8 
Training time (Unit: hour) 

Recall 
Map@0.5 

4.924 
0.9767 
0.9827 

5.237 
0.9933 
0.9946 

4.956 
0.9945 
0.9945 
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Figure 6. Small target detection in SAR image 
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